SOME   POINTS   IN   MOSLEM   FAITH
know very little Arabic, the reading of the Koran
is to them an unknown tongue, and they regard
their " mullahs " as " sacred men," able to interpret
the "Holy Book." Thus the Shiah priest gains
great influence, not to say considerable wealth, in
Persia, and the Shah himself fears the influence of
the priesthood. The Sunnis, on the other hand,
know Arabic, as a general rule, and many of them
are able to consult the Koran for themselves, the
result being that the "mullah" gains but little
influence compared to the "Shiah" priest, and is
often quite poor. Briefly, the Shiah priesthood is
comparable with that of the Roman Catholic Church
of Christendom, while " Sunni" mullahs do not claim,
or would claim in vain, any such authority, thus more
nearly resembling the "status" of Church of England
clergy. The result is obvious: Persia is a priest-
ridden country; in "Sunni" lands the people are
freer, and dare think for themselves. It is a well-
known fact that a Persian mullah will exact the
uttermost farthing from his followers, but will never
lend a helping hand to them in their need. For
instance, if a man dies without an heir, his property
according to law goes to the poor, but unfortunately
it has to be done through a medium, and that medium
is the mullah. He promptly pockets the property
and gives its supposed value (valued, mark you, by
himself) to the poor. We can imagine what a large
percentage the poor receive of that property.
Here is a story which was told us in Kerman,
illustrating how loath the mullahs are to give any-
thing away. The scene is a large pool of water, in
it a mullah struggling to reach the bank, and in
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